SOAR POINTS
At Christmas!!!

Seasonal Greetings To You All
Welcome everyone and all to this Christmas, edition of Soar Points. The aim is
to bring just a touch of light relief to you all, during these testing times. So make
yourself a cuppa, put your feet up for ten minutes and enjoy a bit of light hearted
banter with a glass of something and a mince pie.

Let me warn you what is to come in this edition.

The Commodores Address
Lucky winners of the 100 Club
Baby It’s Cold Outside
Church Ladies with Typewriters
Under The Hammer
Club Photo Competition
Virtual Tours
A Story About A Boat Engine
Kitchen Corner
Visitor moorings at Stoke
Bardolph
Ullswater 2020
The Armchair Sailor
A Few Topical Quips
The Armchair Sailor
A Few Topical Quips
Now What?
The Story of Largo
Church Notes
Paddlers News
A Tale of Caution
Editors Footnote

It’s quite full of a wide variation of articles and fun bits, this time.
Hopefully there is something for everyone.

Here we go then…

Our Commodore’s Address
Jane and I, along with our family, send Seasons Greetings to every single one of you. We pray that Santa brings you
all the magic and good wishes you deserve for a magical Christmas and New Year.

After the year we have endured a little bit of Christmas magic is well deserved and that magic can come in many
forms, reaching out to friends, family and loved ones, saying Hello! to the neighbours, calling that someone you
haven’t spoken too in a while and of course thanking God for all the good things that we have, music, dancing, boats,
food on the table and, of course, each other.
The Pandemic has made me look at life a little differently and I am so looking forward to being able to welcome you
all back to our Club for some social gatherings and also some boating.
I am hopeful we may be able to muster a Club cruise or two next year and I am open to suggestions as to
destinations. River based cruising is always more amenable for cruising in company and the River Trent provides
lovely cruising in company opportunities but please let me know of any ideas you may have.
I would like to close by saying how pleased I am with the progression our Club and how it is continuing to develop,
despite this terrible pandemic. I am grateful to our wonderful hard-working Committee and all the helpers that have
made everything happen. The Soar Boating Club is a credit to every member it represents. I am proud to be your
Commodore and I send you all good wishes for Christmas and the New Year.

Here’s Wishing You Very Good Health and A Very Happy and Safe 2021
Gary Askam
Club Commodore

From Dianne Bishop (100 Club Promoter)
The Lucky Winners of the 100 Club
MONTH OF DRAW

PRIZE

TICKET No

WINNING TICKET HOLDER

JULY 2019

£50

86

G ASKAM

2X£10

65 : 66

I. HUTCHINSON X2

£50

33

E THOMAS

2X£10

51 : 18

P BEECROFT/ J & P SHARP

£50

11

J WESTBY

2X£10

35 : 29

C CHAMBERS / M LOCKER

£50

23

S HUTCHINSON

2X£10

61 : 39

N J TAYLOR/ R BARTROP

£50

16

A KENNEY

2X£10

35 : 79

C CHAMBERS/ D COLLIS

£50

44

C HARTNY-MILLS

2X£10

4:9

R PIPES/ G WILDBORE

£50

82

J WILKINSON

2X£10

67 : 81

T FEARN/ J WILKINSON

£50

75

J ELSE

2X£10

68 : 32

P GASSOR/ P LEBLIQUE

£50

15

F FAULKNER

2X£10

84 : 72

T BROWETT/ J & P SHARP

£50

75

J ELSE

2X£10

29 : 97

M LOCKER/N J TAYLOR

£50

48

T BULL

2X£10

92 : 54

R GAMBLE/ P LYONS

£50

43

M ASKAM

2X£10

89 : 39

D HARTSHORN/ R BARTROP

£250

1

D BATTERS

ANNUAL

£100

7

R ALLINGTON

DRAW 2020

£50

43

M ASKAM

£25

75

J ELSE

£25

35

C CHAMBERS

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY 2020

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Our thanks must go to Dianne for all her good work, throughout the year.

Here’s Some Humour from Helen Taylor…
To the Tune “Baby Its Cold Outside”

Yes ‘better to stay indoors!!!!

Long let the humour continue…

Church Ladies With Typewriters
All due to the church ladies with typewriters. These sentences actually appeared
in church bulletins or were announced at church services, they are hilarious:
Heaven forbid!!!
-------------------------The small charge for our Fasting & Prayer Conference this year, includes
meals.
-------------------------Our Boy Scouts are saving aluminum cans, bottles and other items to be
recycled Proceeds will be used to cripple children.
-------------------------The sermon this morning will be: 'Jesus Walks on the Water.'
The sermon tonight will be: 'Searching for Jesus.'
-------------------------Ladies, don't forget the rummage sale. It's a chance to get rid of those
things not worth keeping around the house. Bring your husbands.
-------------------------Don't let worry kill you off - let the Church help.
-------------------------Miss Charlene Mason sang 'I will not pass this way again,' giving
obvious pleasure to the congregation.
-------------------------The pastor would appreciate it if the ladies of the Congregation would
lend him their electric girdles for the pancake breakfast next Sunday.
-------------------------Next Saturday the church will host an evening of fine dining, super
entertainment and gracious hostility.
-------------------------The ladies of the Church have cast off clothing of every kind. They may
be seen in the basement on Friday afternoon, it must be worth a look.
-------------------------Weight Watchers will meet at 7 PM at the First Presbyterian Church.
Please use large double door at the side entrance.
--------------------------

Under the Hammer

From Jo Martin

A selection of boatman's crimes from the 1800s - There seems to be lot of alcohol involved!!!
(Not much change there then!)

June 2 1894 - LOUGHBOROUGH POLICE COURT
DUCKING THE LOCK-KEEPER John Locker, boatman, Loughborough, was summoned for assaulting William Carr, quarryman, Barrow-on-Soar,
on April 26th. Complainant said his father kept the lock house at Mountsorrel, and on the day in question he was there about six in the evening.
Defendant was in a boat below the lock, and he drew the bottom paddles when one of the top lock gates was open, contrary to the bye laws, as it wasted
the water. Complainant went to him and asked him to drop the paddle. He refused, and threatened him with a “windlass”. Complainant got it from him,
and defendant recovered it, but Mrs Carr obtained it from him and took it away. Shortly after, complainant thought defendant had gone away, and he was
stooping to pick up a piece of wood when Locker came behind him unawares, and pushed him into the lock, which was then full of water. He swam to
the gates and clambered out. Defendant was hardly sober at the time. John Pilgrim of Mountsorrel gave evidence as to defendant pushing complainant
into the lock. Defendant, who did not appear particularly bright, had nothing to say, and the Bench fined him 40s, including costs, or 14 days in default,
the Chairman remarking that it was a lenient decision for a very serious assault.
May 16 1885 - LOUGHBOROUGH POLICE COURT
A DIRTY ASSAULT - John Leatherland, boatman, Loughborough, was summoned for assaulting Mr T B Cartwright at Loughborough on the 29th ult.
Mr Deane appeared for the complainant. The evidence showed that Mr Cartwright, his wife and a friend named Hine were in a pleasure boat on the canal.
As soon as they got alongside a barge, of which the defendant was in charge, he commenced to bail out water with a large shovel. He deliberately threw
the contents of one shovel over Mr Cartwright, and a portion of the contents of another went over Mr Hine. Defendant was represented by his father, who
pleaded guilty on his behalf, and the facts having been spoken to by Mr and Mrs Cartwright and Mr Hine, the Bench fined the defendant 30s, including
costs, or 14 days hard labour, the Chairman saying in his opinion it was a question whether the fine met the case. Defendant's Father: “How long shall
you give him to pay the fine?” The Chairman: “Not a day.” The Father: “Then he may do the 14 days, you know where he lives?”.
September 4 1886 - LOUGHBOROUGH POLICE COURT.
DRUNKENESS - An old offender George Perry, boatman, Loughborough, against whom a long list of convictions was read, was sentenced to 21 days
hard labour, without the option of a fine, for being drunk on the night of August 30th. PC Brown and Sergeant Shillcock proved the case.
September 17 1881 - LOUGHBOROUGH POLICE COURT
ALLEGED THEFT - Thomas Johnson was charged with stealing a duck belonging to Mary Ann Orton, value 3s, at Barrow on the 31st August.
Prosecution wished to withdraw the case, because since laying the information, she had ascertained that the prisoner, who was a boatman, was told that
the duck was floating dead in the river, and that he thereupon took it. A man named Brambley said he saw the duck in the river and told defendant of it.
Defendant then went towards it. On this statement the Bench thought a felony could not be proved, and permitted the case to be withdrawn.
August 11 1883 - TOWN HALL.
LARCENY FROM A CANAL BOAT - Henry Cooper and John William Bennett, two labouring men, were charged with stealing an anchor of the
value of 30s, the property of Messrs Boam and Forrest, coal dealers, Leicester. Alfred Hunt, a boatman, said that he left the anchor safe on his boat on the
previous Sunday evening, and went with the prisoners to a public house to have some drink. While they were in the public house, the prisoner Bennett
went out, and returned in about a quarter of an hour. He subsequently missed the anchor from the boat. Mr Forrest deposed that the anchor was worth
about 30s. John Swain, cabin boy on the boat in question, said that he saw the prisoner Bennett take the anchor from the boat and convey it away. PC
Musson stated that he apprehended the prisoners, and they made no reply on being charged with the offence. In defence, the prisoners asserted that they
understood that the anchor belonged to a man named Locker, who had previously worked the boat in question, and they were going to sell it for him. The
magistrates sentenced them to one month’s imprisonment each with hard labour.
June 6 1885 - LOUGHBOROUGH POLICE COURT
THE BLACK LIST- Samuel Callaghan, boatman, Loughborough, was fined 30s and costs, or 14 days hard labour, for being disorderly and refusing to
quit the Angel licensed premises at Loughborough.

February 28 1891 - ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH PETTY SESSIONS.
THEFT OF PROVENDER - Richard Hunter, boatman, Coventry, was charged on remand with stealing a quantity of oats, beans and chaff, the property
of Lord Donington, at Moira on the 10th inst. The prisoner, who is 72 years of age, pleaded guilty. Taking into account his age, and that he had already
been locked up for ten days, the Bench ordered him to be imprisoned for one day. A few hours later, Hunter was liberated, and he left Ashby for
Coventry, telling the police that he was going to the Coventry workhouse.
August 25 1888 - AT WHITCHURCH.
ATTEMPTED MURDER - John Gallagher was committed for trial on the charge of attempting to murder Aaron Thomas, a boatman. Without the
slightest provocation, prisoner struck Thomas a fearful blow on the head with the handle of a windlass, causing an extensive wound, and was about to
deal him another blow as he lay unconscious on the ground, when the murderous instrument was wrested from him. A constable subsequently found him
in a field, naked. Dr George said he could not tell whether the prisoner was suffering from homicidal mania or alcoholic insanity. The prisoner, in answer
to the charge, said he killed Thomas for disobeying his orders!
September 14 1895 - LOUGHBOROUGH PETTY SESSIONS
DRUNKENNESS - John Draper, boatman, Bridge Street, Loughborough, did not answer a summons for being drunk and disorderly in the Rushes on
Saturday evening. Sergeant Gotheridge proved the case, and a fine of 20s, or 14 days, was inflicted.
December 18 1897 - BOROUGH POLICE COURT
PLAYING STREET FOOTBALL - Henry Whitehouse (19), boatman, Old Mill Lane, was summoned for playing football in Belgrave Gate on the 8th
inst, and he was fined 2s 6d, or three days.

Club Photo Competition
Over 50 entries were made to the club photo competition so thank you to everyone that entered for making my
job so hard!
After much deliberation Emily Young’s photo was declared the winner, so congratulations to her! Her winning photo
may already be up in the club (along with the two runners up, Dick Batters and David Hill) by the time you read this
but it’s shown here for those of you that still aren’t able to visit the club.

Stunning!

Worthy of Note…
While they didn’t win, honourable mentions must go to Howard Wetherson’s entry of the
pontoon building team, if only so we know who they all were?

And this one of some fine fellows with a well-deserved trophy:

Many thanks for all the entries, I may enter some of them for the next competition, which will be judged by Emily.
So please send her you photos using: emily.young_11@icloud.com

Happy Snapping
Dan LLoyd

For Those of You Who Like To Visit Places of Interest,
Maybe Go To The Theatre Over The Christmas Period…

How have you been managing your way through lockdown and all that comes with it? What
about considering a few options?
Here first of all is a selection of art galleries, museums and other places of interest, all of
whom have set up a facility for us to be able do a virtual tour of their artefacts.
All you need to do is copy and paste the link into a search engine, Google, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge or any
other search engine and follow your way around. (If you can’t cope please get back to me.)

Virtual Tours
• Uffizi

Gallery – Florence: https://www.uffizi.it/mostre-virtuali

A really good site, be sure to press the translate button first though unless your
Italiano iz gud! Like what mine is!!!
Archaeological Museum – Athens:
https://www.namuseum.gr/en/collections/

• National

Some beautiful sculptures and ancient artefacts for your pleasure.
Fortunately the commentaries are in English.
• For

Theatre Lovers.

The Show Must Go On.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdmPjhKMaXNNeCr1FjuMvag/featured

This site has to be a must for all lovers of the musical theatre, watch
some truly amazing performances, Phantom’, Cats etc. See if you can
find Helen Paige in Cats, showing how to look dreadful, but sing like an
angel, she is truly remarkable. There is a short advert before each one,
you can skip those by speeding them up with you cursor.
• Now

for Something Completely Different

If you enter “Lost Film of the Titanic” into Google it will lead you directly to a fascinating, 29 minute long film. On
YouTube which is truly amazing. It features a mature lady who played violin in the silent pictures who was the
widowed wife of a projectionist in another cinema for all his working life. Her husband had a tin of film, that couldn’t
be found, supposedly lost somewhere in his shed. This story tells of how this spirited lady had an “experience” during
one night which led her to discover the film. The film contains unique footage of the building of the Titanic and far
more. Even though you may think we have seen enough of this disaster, this film puts an entirely different slant on
things.
The Titanic Museum in Belfast
If you enter “Titanic” into Google. It will show you the opportunity to watch three videos on YouTube.

This a story about a Boat Engine…
Forty years ago we bought a bare shell and a twin cylinder Petter engine, the same type that once powered
dumper trucks. We installed the engine and began the work of fitting out, a task that continued over the
next thirty years due to irritations such as work getting in the way. Those who has followed this route to
boating will appreciate the sentiment.
The first docking came after two years when it became apparent that the hull was starting to pit with the
topsides showing signs of corrosion through the paint. Marine grade steel was difficult to obtain at the
time, I suspect ours being recycled cars. The only way to resolve this was to have the whole boat sand
blasted and repainted, with two-pack epoxy applied to the hull. The treatment worked well, to date the
hull shows very little sign of further pitting although the chines are now showing signs of wear. We cruised
extensively over the next twenty-five years covering most of the inland waterways including the Sleaford
Navigation, got the tea shirt and plaque to prove. The little Petter did us proud.
I will confess that as young child, I was fascinated by old machinery, a couple of scrap yards in
Buckinghamshire providing much amusement when visiting the aged grandmother. Chasing that curse of
the common man called work, we moved into that area when, to my amazement the scrapyards were still
active. It did not take long for me to reacquaint myself, when a look under a sheet revealed an old
generator powered by a Russell Newbery engine! I enquired the price, “a hundred quid” came the reply;
pulling what I thought was smart move, I asked how much for just the engine. “One hundred quid!” and
when I enquired if that included delivery a strange look came over the man now holding my money. Later
that week a very rusty engine was craned over our hedge where it sat for years until we had the inclination
and time to do anything about it.
The restoration and marinisation of the engine is a long story that included removing seized pistons,
machining the crankshaft for a marine coupling and sourcing a direct drive PRM gearbox. In addition, the
engine beds needed considerable modification to accommodate the R.N.
In the course of these jobs, the Russell Newbery Company was sold. I enquired of the new owner as to the
state of play with our parts only to be told that there were several tons of spares on the floor and they had
no idea which belonged to us. This reply was a little surprising as most of the parts were either decorated
with rust or painted green whereas, our bits were grey. Panic set in as we headed off to reclaim our parts.
On arrival, we were unable to find anything painted grey and were told that someone collected them in a
van. Who? Don’t know. What followed cannot be documented. In due course we tracked the components
to a machine shop that had been tasked to make the modifications. I decided to organize all further work
myself.

R.N. engines are heavy, tipping the scales at 15cwt, which precluded installing the engine complete, as we
could not handle the weight through the side door. The parts were craned in separately and I rebuilt the
engine in the boat. It all went well and the engine has now completed several thousand hours in our care.
It is a real testament to the design that most of the components are seventy years of age and still
performing well. The same cannot be said of the owners who are of similar vintage.
We still own the boat although it has grown by twelve feet in the intervening years.
The history of our engine is known, as it was part of the heat lab in Wolverton Technical College until that
establishment was abandoned in the early sixties, the scrap dealer bought all the equipment. The area
once occupied by the college is now a car park and a development of large houses covers the scrapyard
site. Wolverton was once a town dominated by the Rail Carriage Works, a concern that employed several
thousand. It is now a shadow of its former self and concentrates on the commissioning and repair of
imported rolling stock. The town’s connections with the Works, and indeed the Grand Union Canal are now
sadly very thin, it is called progress.
From Paul ???

A Mystery Picture!

I am so sorry, but I don’t know who sent me this picture? It’s very nice, and it fills this gap nicely for me.

KITCHEN

CORNER

A Lockdown Special Recipe.
I know you have all been putting on those extra inches on
around your centre of gravity, during lockdown. Well here is a
great excuse to have a fruit cake. It contains no fat!
I have made it a few times over with varying success, due my
dabbling with the recipe. If you follow the recipe to the
word, you will make yourself a nice fruitcake that will be
much better than mine was!
Do bear in mind that sugar can increase your girth too,
so please don’t over indulge!!!
Ingredients
1 mug of hot black tea
1lb/400grms of mixed fruit
1 mug of soft brown sugar
2 mugs of self raising flour
1 beaten egg

IMPORTANT
First thing: Soak the dried fruit in the tea overnight.
On The Next Day…
Put the flour and a beaten egg into a mixing bowl, add the mixed fruit
and remaining liquid(less the tea bags).
Then mix thoroughly for a least five minutes.
Add the mixture into a lined round cake tin, or loaf tin and bake in the
oven at 160 degrees C, (3 This cake can also be frozen.
25F or Gas Mark 1) for 2 hours, until cake is cooked throughout.
You can freeze this cake at this stage of you wish.
Note: To make a birthday cake add some glazed cherries to the dried
fruit. For a Christmas cake add Marzipan and icing.

Michael Hobson thought he would invite all his boating friends round to share his homemade Xmas cake.
Sadly, he’s an awful baker and with so many guests, he will need 4 layers. I can see it all ending in tiers!!

Helen Taylor offers this useful culinary advice…

If only we weren’t lockdown we could all go round to Helen’s for a tit of burkey, hic!!

Visitor Moorings at Stoke Bardolph
A few volunteers from SBC, IWA, and WRG have over the last year been carrying out some work to improve the
dilapidated visitor moorings at Stoke Bardolph on the River Trent.
So far we have undertaken:
Replacement of several missing deck boards with re-cycled plastic non-slip boards.
All new mooring rings fitted along the timber moorings.
Just 2 mooring rings fitted so far into the lower level of the concrete moorings. These are at 2 levels, the lower level
often gets submerged, so you may sometimes only see the edge of the higher moorings.
New Visitor Mooring signs.
The 2 higher level bench seats mended.
Using right angles forks, rocks were removed from the river edge to increasing the river depth along the moorings to
around a minimum of 2’6”.
2 sets of steps completed.
Overgrowth clearance started.
Self-seeded trees removed from the concrete moorings (middle distance in photo).
Still a lot more to be done but now a lot safer and starting to look more inviting to boaters. The Ferry Boat Inn is
opposite the moorings and the landlord is very supportive of our work, as it brings in extra trade and improves the
appearance of the area.
Note, these are fixed moorings, so always keep mooring ropes slack as the river level can rise quickly after moderate
rain upstream, and submerge both the timber and concrete moorings.
CRT say they do not have the resources to dredge here so it’s down to us boaters.
Severn Trent Water own the moorings and are supportive of retaining them as free visitor moorings, but again do
not have enough resources to undertake much maintenance work so are happy for us to continue the
improvements.
If anyone else is interested in helping out please message me via
facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/267686390376240 or give me a call on 07812 300694

Robert Aspey
Committee Member Soar Boating Club

Ullswater 2020 – We Got There!
When the fireworks had finished; 2020 and a new decade was upon us, all full
of excitement for the coming paddling season, boy were we in for a shock!
The planning had been completed, the campsite booked, June the 19th was the
date SBC Paddlers were off the Lake District for some open water paddling a
new experience for some and possibly a tad daunting. Then COVID struck!
After, Lockdown #1, June was still a possibility. As the time drew nearer it was obvious this wasn’t
possible. So, phone calls, emails, text, WhatsApp and drums, all used and a new date was agreed
September 18th was the date.
Canoes, kayaks, paddles, and camping gear all packed and ready to go! The choice of campsite was great
just a few minutes’ walk to the water’s edge. Those who arrived early took advantage and got on the water
for a Friday evening paddle to watch the sunset, all socially distanced of course.
Saturday morning arrived, everyone up early packed ready to go. Two groups of 6,
all levels of experience in each group. The sun shone, the breeze blew, even had a
go at sailing! Two stops, coffee on a little beach, then our packed lunches with
lashing of ginger beer on a pebble beach all to ourselves. What could be better. A
relaxing paddle down to Glenridding, what a fabulous day! But in life where there is
Ying, there has to be Yang. 7 miles completed and 7 more to go!
So off we popped to paddle back up Ullswater; the lovely breeze we had on the way
down had decided to increase to Storm Force 3 gusting 5, and on open water that means wave heights 2 –
3 feet, an exciting trip. Sadly, we were all concentrating on paddling in a straight line into wind, counting
the paddle stokes, and watching the waves to take any photos! No one capsized – Phew!
A couple of hours later we arrived back at the campsite, tired, hungry, happy, and
smiley. Under normal camping rules a campfire would have been lit, with some
sort of outdoor cooking extravaganza, but with COVID we cooked our own (Paul
enjoyed his Pizza and wished he’d ordered two!!). After a fabulous warm sunny
day, we had a clear and very cold evening, but being hearty folk, whilst enjoying a
couple of beers/wines/whiskies we had a quiz, a chat then off to our relevant
tents, campervans.
So, this is our lasting image of the Ullswater trip.
Let’s get the vaccinations done and move on and have fabulous 2021.
On a side note, over the summer in groups of 6 we had a total of just over
800 paddlers on the water, not bad under the circumstances. Many thanks
to all the organisers who gave up their time.

Graeme Young

Here is a short piece of verse for those of us who have a love of the water.

The Armchair Sailor
I’ve not floated my boat for quite a good while, yet past thoughts of sailing produce a great smile.
If I still had my scow I would be out there now, ‘mid the turmoil in the oceans crest, putting both boat and me
to the test
We’d sail the seas, all seven, or more, and steer our way clear from each foreign shore.
Because that’s the life, the romance the scare! The swell of the sea, the wind in your hair.
… and now it’s all done my boat has been sold, I’m locked down in this house getting rapidly old.
So what’s the horizon holding for me? Well at bath time I pretend I’m back out at sea
and I stage mini battles with my plastic fleet, pretending the doldrums are just round my feet.
I am Horatio Nelson or Admiral Collingwood, I defeat Spanish and French who are up to no good!!!
At the end of my day when battles are won, the “Froggies” defeated and well on the run
I can sleep in my “bunk” with blankets all drawn, over my head and my thoughts free to roam
and I recall Arthur Ransome as I did as a boy, and the tales that he wove round a boat and buoy.
For it was his literary seeds, that developed my thirst for these sea going deeds.
So I say “Thank You” to Arthur for the books that you wrote, that gave me the drive to buy my first boat.
I had such great times then, and I still do now, down under the blankets at sea in my scow.
Here in my armchair, I still get the notion, that once up in heaven I will sail my next ocean…

C. H-M (2020)

A Few Topical Quips

Spam

Spam

Spam

Spam’n eggs!

Warning: If you get an email telling you to avoid tinned pork products to reduce your risk of
COVID-19 exposure, just ignore it. It’s probably Spam!!!

A Few Witty Contributions (or you may think otherwise!)
Do twins ever realise one of them is unplanned?
In the word Scent, which letter is silent, S or C?
If a poison’s, “Use By” date expires, is it no longer poisonous or is it more poisonous?
A hundred years ago, everyone owned a horse and only the rich owned a car. Today, everyone owns a car
and only the rich own a horse.
If you replace W with T in What, Where and When, you get the answer to each of them.
How do you get off a non-stop flight?
Why is it called Rush Hour when traffic moves at its slowest then?
Planning a works Christmas meal has proved tricky this year so I was delighted to find a Leicestershire
Restaurant – Shaggy Dog Dinners – advertising their restaurant staffed entirely by trained animals (to
reduce human exposure to the virus.) We started with soup served by a mock turtle and the mains were
provided by a horse and a lion. The boss vetoed the accounts department order of 8 venison legs as he
said it was too dear. Still, we ate like pigs – boy swill be boys – and were horrified at the end to be
presented, by a pelican and a toucan, with large bills.
Last Christmas someone gave me a vacuum cleaner, but as I already had one I stuck it in a corner and it’s
still there just gathering dust!
Doctor: “I have some bad news, and some very bad news for you. The results from the laboratory tell us you have
only 24 hours to live”.
Patient: “24 hours. That’s terrible. And the very bad news….”
Doctor: “I have been trying to phone you since yesterday!!!”
This must be a pre lockdown joke:
A couple go out to dinner to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary. On the way home, she notices a tear in his
eye and asks if he's getting sentimental because they're celebrating 50 wonderful years together.
He replies, "No, I was thinking about the time before we got married. Your father, the judge, threatened me and said
he'd have me thrown in jail for 50 years if I didn't marry you. Well, tomorrow I would've been a free man!"

Now What???
I know a simple brain stretcher! This should be a nice and relaxing word puzzle for you to do. I borrowed this idea
from of Richard Osmond of TV fame.

My full name is “Christopher Hartny-Mills”
All of the answers to the clues below are letters taken from my name and can be used only once in each answer.

1.

M____

2.

T_________

3.

S_____

4.

P______

5.

P_____

6.

C_____

7.

R____

Monte Carlo, is not just famous for its casino and film festivals.

8.

R_____

If your name is down on this, you should know exactly what to do.

9.

P___

Is this the tree where the game birds hide away at Christmas?

10.

R______

Handsome footballer, from Portugal, one of the best in the world?

11.

P______

Is he still haunting the theatres in the West End?

12.

R_____

Is it Lionel or Shane who was been locked up in Gwrych Castle?

13.

T___

Did this lovely looking fellow have a perm in the 50’s and 60’s, or did he
have a twin?

14.

C_________

Those blinking Romans built a fort here in AD 75 and I bet that they ate
an awful lot of cheese

15.

S_____

One in time could save as many as a cat has lives

16.

T_______

Sportsmen strive achieve these and win them, sometimes

17.

T_____

“I hope that load of straw will keep the rain out, little Margaret!”

18.

P______

We have all had these but did we follow their example?

19.

M________

With one of these around your neck you will sink in life, that’s for sure!

20.

C_________

… and with that I will wish you all a very merry one of these.

Should be in you pies right now!
Could this be what Paul Simon went bouncing into Graceland on?
These beautiful beasts were replaced by those smelly noisy tractors
Mr Bill Stickers main materials of work
(Abb) We may not be seeing any of these to cheer us up this Christmas.
“Oh yes we will”
The ringing of Christmas bells gives us these...

The provider of the correct answer to me, will get a bottle of wine of your choice delivered to your doorstep,
hopefully before Christmas.

(All answers to the quiz and will be sent out early next year)

The Story of Largo
(Slow and Peaceful)

Our village was agog!
Our coming-up-for-seventy-years-old neighbours had decided to buy a canal boat!
Various ribald comments along the lines of “Are you entering the Fastnet Race this year?” failed to deter the
adventurous couple, who sensibly embarked on a considerable amount of research from advisors before making the
important purchase.
As part of the research, a day visit was made to Nottinghamshire to visit my brother’s boat to experience an outing
and gain advice. Tom and Betty arrived with a small picnic basket….containing a bottle of scotch and four glasses.
Three hours later, yachting cap slightly atilt, feet up on the opposite bunk, Tom was heard to remark “You know I
think I’m really going to take to this sailing lark”. My brother and sister-in-law were considerably amused, since the
mooring lines had not yet been cast off.
Back home, the decision was made to purchase a 20ft Fairline with a two stroke outboard engine that “had never
given any trouble”. Tom and Betty cashed in their Granny Bonds and proudly furnished their new acquisition.
Cautiously they decided to have some short “day only” outings with the family before embarking on the full maiden
voyage, First, however, there was the “boat warming” when ‘Largo’ was officially and squiffily launched – with a
great many people crammed into the cabin and spilling onto the towpath.
The first excursion took place up the Macclesfield Canal and included Tom (wearing his Admiral’s badge), Betty (First
Mates badge), son, daughter, respective families and assorted dogs. All went well until the about turn just before
Congleton. At this point, one son-in-law and dog got off the boat in order to relieve congestion, a decision which the
dog immediately regretted. Plunging into the canal, he swam determinedly after the boat and eventually had to be
hauled aboard, muddy, be-weeded and very wet. The resultant chaos on board was the decisive factor in
abandoning ship at the “Bird in Hand”.

There’s more…

Several other mini-excursions took place, during which the Admiral and First Mate struggled to learn techniques of
steering, “parking” (as the Admiral insisted on calling it), how not to run out of petrol, not get the rope around the
propeller, and (a lesson learnt the hard way) how to open paddles SLOWLY in a wide lock. The Admiral had a bit of
trouble remembering he was driving a boat and not a car, and when being towed experienced some alarm to find he
had no brakes! However, they finally perfected the technique of mooring, his steering and the First Mate jumping
and pulling, and apart from an occasion when the engine broke down and they drifted into a mooring sideways
pulling all the other boats along with them, it seemed to succeed. There was some resentment from the First Mate –
the apart from rare occasions – she was never allowed to steer, but both the crew were extremely proud of their
unbroken record (despite the odds) of never travelling at more than four miles per hour and always keeping on the
right. Full of admiration their village friends christened Largo “The Good Ship Enterprise”.

They decided to venture once more up the Trent & Mersey. Coming out of the lock at Hall Green, the Admiral was
horrified to see a 30ft “iron thing” coming at them full speed, preparing to enter the lock. Frantically taking avoiding
action, he zig-zagged desperately from one side to the other, catching his stern on the lock side. Unnerved by this
close shave, he got out his emergency “weak and trembly” bottle of Scotch and made for the “Bird in Hand”. They
then retreated to Red Bull to do a little more practicing, but finally put off by the proximity of the sewage works to
the mooring decided on a full maiden voyage, and set off for Barbridge – whose local pub had already been
reconnoitered.

At the first lock , in company with a narrow boat (whose crew, the Admiral satisfactorily observed, were “doing all
the work”) the Admiral was suddenly jolted from his composure in the “lead” boat to hear loud screams from the
narrow boat behind. Looking over his shoulder, he viewed with amazement the stern of the narrow boat lodged on
the sill, with the prow rapidly doing a nose dive as the level of the water fell! Feeling somewhat vulnerable, he was
somewhat relieved when there was “a hell of a bump” as the stern freed itself and the narrow boat crashed into the
water, without swamping his small craft.
Shortly afterwards, the “never-given-any-trouble” engine conked out again, but a handy tow got the valiant crew to
Rode Heath and the Pedigree Marston Ales. The tow helpfully continued, after a short liquid pause, toward the steel
lock, and having narrowly avoided ramming his benefactor, the Admiral got the engine going again and with a shout
of “We’re alright now” cast off the tow line. The joy was short lived – they broke down again at the lock. A distress
flare winged its way towards home base (a mere four miles away). The son-in-law passed the buck to the
engineering son, who thoughtfully hauled the boat back to the Marston Pedigree site, where he discovered a loose
engine base plate, a faulty magneto and dud plugs.
For the third time the intrepid travellers attempted to get past the steel lock (and away from the Pedigree Ales). The
entire supportive family came up the tow path, determined to see them past their version of the Bermuda Triangle.
Unfortunately at the next lock, due to some children having thrown in a few bricks, the boat in front got stuck. “Largo”
sat impotently trapped, breathing in the fumes from the boat in front, their family helpless with laughter on the tow
path, until everyone was finally freed. There was a small celebration in the “Romping Donkey” before the family
departed and the crew set sail in earnest.
However, the adventures continued with ferocious and vindictive speed. They lost the lock key and had to return to
Wheelock; the propeller became chocked with weeds after an overnight mooring, and the Admiral – graciously taking
his turn at the washing up – with one grandiose sweep of his arm succeeded in knocking the entire canteen of cutlery
into the canal! They struggled on, constantly clearing the prop and fortified by a few beers en-route, finally reached
Barbridge.
There’s even more…

There was some feeling of success at having achieved this – despite the odds – and an increasing confidence that
they were “getting the hang of it”. They decided to attempt a journey to Llangollen. The weeds around the prop
were still a problem and the engine still kept breaking down. They limped along, finally hauling the boat with ropes
the last half mile into Wrenbury and collapsing thankfully into the pub. A visit the following morning from the
Barbridge engineer got them going again and they decided to return to Barbridge rather than venture further.
However, even this journey was not without incident. In a narrow lock a fender became jammed against the lock
side and to their horror they were being left suspended in mid-air whilst the water level dropped beneath them.
Despite the First Mate’s hearty pulls on the rope, the boat refused to budge. They were at last rescued by a helpful
fellow who leaped across the lock to help the First Mate. Just as they reached the next pub, the engine again gave up
the ghost. Mutiny set in; it was decided to abandon ship and get a new engine.
One year later – still determined to succeed – and with a brand new Honda four stroke engine, the Admiral and his
lady tried again. After an initial harrowing experience of discovering that the acceleration of the new motor differed
somewhat from that of the old – which resulted in the boat shooting across the canal like a speed boat, the Admiral
was reluctantly persuaded by the First Mate to set sail on a very windy day. His heart was not in it. The weather
conditions were not encouraging and it was against his better judgement. In fact he was beginning to find himself
nostalgically remembering the old days of enjoyable trips with the little touring caravan and the Rover car; coming
home refreshed and relaxed. By comparison, boating appeared an exhausting battle for survival against immense
odds.

In the teeth of a howling gale, the Admiral struggled to keep the boat on course. They battled their way from
Barbridge towards Venetian Martine – the First Mate agreeing readily to the conclusion that it was too windy to go
further. It was in attempting to moor to the long concrete capping against the wind that the final disaster struck. The
First Mate stood poised, ready to jump ashore with the rope. “Now!” shouted the Admiral and the First Mate gamely
leapt – unhappily just as a stronger than usual gust of wind took the boat. The greatly widened chasm proved too
far, her foot slipped from the edge of the capping and she cracked her ribs on the edge of the concrete – narrowly
avoiding falling into the water. The Admiral was finished, the First Mate totally incapacitated. Somehow or other the
Admiral got the boat back to Barbridge on his own.
Finally admitting total defeat, the boat was sold. With some relief the caravan outings were resumed and life
became a series of enjoyable and relaxing outings, rather than an endurance test. Personally – since all the foregoing
is absolutely true – I think there ought to be a special award made for initiative, determination and stickability under
formidable circumstances.
Of course they do have their memories; of all the friendly people they met, of the (rare) trouble free excursions and
they still proudly keep their Admiral and First Mate badges and the knowledge that they never broke the rules!
Most of all they ruefully remember the words of a passing American lady
“This is such a lovely, easy way of taking a vacation, isn’t it?!!!!”

This amazing tale was written by Mary, sister of Michael Faulkner, “Elizabeth Ethel”
following the maiden voyage of “Largo”, circa 1983.

Church Notes…

Dear Friends,
Many thanks to all who braved the dreadful weather and came along to “A Christmas Celebration:
Comfort & Joy” last night, led by the Revd Canon Michael Knight and involving, as usual,
the Soar Boating Club and other village organisations. It was lovely having readings from Terry
Tyers, Helen Taylor & Emma Thomas (Soar Boating Club), Susan Ward (Women’s Institute), Neil
Blythe (Men’s Association), Clare Maddock (Head, Normanton Primary School), Sue Archbold,
Rosie Monk with a poem (see photograph later – the only reader who got a round of applause!),
Anna Caves with Dickens and Helen Lister led us in prayer. Although we were not allowed to sing
the carols this year, everyone was able to listen to the Christmas Carols being played on the organ
– and Walking in the Air!
Michael Knight clearly watches Strictly… and shared with us that he has two left feet! He felt that
too often in Strictly there is such concentration on the detail (the foot or hand move) that the beauty
and spectacle of it all is lost. Sometimes at Christmas we can be lost in the detail too and forget the
greatness of what we are celebrating. He told us that Carol is actually an old dance, and we should
remember the dance of Christmas, where we celebrate God’s love.
The church looks so welcoming – do go and have a look. Last week we planted another tree in the
grounds – on the left as you go in the churchyard. Mary Davey and her son Richard came to share
the planting and to remember John Davey who loved St James and is remembered with fondness.
Judith Spence, Executive Director of The Carpenter’s Arms spoke at the carol service, to thank
everyone in the Church and village for supporting The Carpenter’s Arms. In addition to the groceries
that we have been delivering, many thanks to all who have provided gifts for the 12 men staying at
the Wharncliffe Road premises over Christmas and the 12 women staying at the new Women’s
Centre. Judith was able to tell us of the work that The Carpenter’s Arms are doing, to help the
homeless, a number of abused women and those with alcohol or drug problems. She also said how
much they appreciated receiving the gifts we have provided, so that those staying at their centres
would have something to open on Christmas morning, knowing that people care. The above gifts
were presented to Judith after the service – and Barry Hilsdon got soaked taking them to Judith’s
car!
Stay well and safe everybody.

Brian

Paddlers News from Laura Orton
During lockdown, individual paddlers/ socially distanced ‘twos’ had to find different places to
launch from. It gave them an opportunity to explore different sections of the waterway in the local
area, here are some of their findings...

View from Kegworth lock to SBC

The Plough to Cotes Bridge

Mountsorrel marina to Barrow

Loughborough Climbing Station Loughborough Loop

Aylestone to Wigston

Earlier in the lockdown, a small group of paddlers spent some time clearing the river blockage of
overgrowth and cutting back dangerous overhanging branches to make the river safer for all.
“A good job well done,” I’d say!

A Tale of Caution from Skipper Wilkinson
Our normal pattern is to leave Normanton after the Birthday Weekend and return as autumn approaches. In
common with everyone else we were compelled to change our habits substantially this year. We managed a trip up
the Caldon and some of the Macclesfield canal but as we approached Manchester the dreaded lockdown was
announced so we hastened back to base!!!.
Come September we were ready for another trip, so when Jo and Karl Allington suggested an easy trip to
Lincoln to “road test” Sarah their new pride and joy, we needed no persuading! We met up above Cranfleet on
Saturday 5th September and pottered gently down to Trent Bridge where we were able to sample the delights of the
Trent Bridge Inn. After a delayed start we left for Colwick at around noon and set off aiming for Gunthorpe or Newark.
Holme Lock was manned and so was Stoke Bardolph but as we were leaving Stoke lock we saw a line of red floats so,
in accordance with international standards we started to try to pass them to port. The lock keeper shouted to go right
which we just managed to do but then landed on a gravel shoal with alarming crunch! In spite of efforts involving
Sarah and a block and tackle we failed to extricate ourselves. It seems that the markers had moved during high flows!
We were somewhat surprised when passing boats waved happily but ignored our plight. It turned out that
the lock keeper had instructed them not to come near us because they would get stuck too. We rang C&RT helpline
and they said ring RCR who were sympathetic but unable to render assistance. Karl and Jo were learning very quickly
how to handle Sarah in difficult circumstances but they were very supportive and we ate our evening meal on board
out of necessity rather than choice. 8 am on Monday we gain called C&RT knowing that they had a tug at Holme Lock
but after 3 hours we got no positive suggestions. The “new” lock keeper suggested we call Newark Marine so at 11
o’clock I called them and after 5 minutes I got the message, “We will be with you in 3 hours.”

We were so pleased when we saw the tug “Robin Hood” heading upstream and within minutes we had a very
thick rope on our bow-stud and were told to “sit down”. It was quite an experience feeling the brute power of 150
horses dragging us off the gravel bank. Water Lily must have the cleanest base plate on the river now! Robin Hood
cast us off and they shepherded us all the way to Gunthorpe where we stumbled into the pub for a meal and a pint
Tuesday saw us boating with Robin Hood on to Newark calling at Newark Marina to thank James and settle up
with him. I have to say that we were so impressed with the response and the “can do” approach which he showed. It
was here where we heard from the other boaters that they had been warned off helping us.
By now we had abandoned ideas of reaching Lincoln and boated gently on to North Muskham where we took
advantage of their “Fresh Fish Wednesday” offering and moored on their stages. We boated back to Gunthorpe once
again eating at the “Unicorn”. Returning via County Hall Steps we returned to Normanton and Sarah returned to
Sawley.

The Moral to Skipper John’s Tale
Needless to say a strongly worded letter went to C&RT the response was sympathetic but unhelpful.
The moral of this tale is:-

1) Don’t assume that the levels of maintenance on the Trent are
even approaching what they used to be.
2) Hazelford also has a gravel shoal.
2) Floats don’t necessarily mean what they should
3) The lock keepers are volunteers and may be fallible
4) If you get stuck C&RT are not likely to be able to help you.
5) However long you’ve been boating you can still get caught out!
Skipper John Wilkinson

Editors Footnote
Well there we are, our first Christmas edition put to bed. I do hope you found something
somewhere of interest to you.
Many thanks to those of you who contributed, you did me proud this time.
It just remains for me to wish you all a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS and I sincerely hope that your
boating year in 2021, will be far better than this year has been.

Chris Hartny-Mills
chartnymills@gmail.com

Merry Christmas

